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Abstract

1 Introduction

Existing precise context-sensitive heap analyses do not scale
well for large OO programs. Further, identifying the right
context abstraction becomes quite intriguing as two of the
most popular categories of context abstractions (call-site- and
object-sensitive) lead to theoretically incomparable precision.
In this paper, we address this problem by first doing a detailed
comparative study (in terms of precision and efficiency) of
the existing approaches, both with and without heap cloning.
In addition, we propose novel context abstractions that lead
to a new sweet-spot in the arena.
We first enhance the precision of level-summarized relevant value (LSRV) contexts (a highly scalable abstraction
with precision matching that of call-site-sensitivity) using
heap cloning. Then, motivated by the resultant scalability,
we propose the idea of mixing various context abstractions,
and add the advantages of k-object-sensitive analyses to
LSRV contexts, in an efficient manner. The resultant context abstraction, which we call lsrvkobjH , also leads to a
novel connection between the two broad variants of otherwise incomparable context-sensitive analyses. Our evaluation shows that the newer proposals not only enhance the
precision of both LSRV contexts and object-sensitive analyses (to perform control-flow analysis of Java programs), but
also scale well to large programs.

Context-sensitive analyses, specially for object-oriented languages such as Java, are known to be notorious for their
precision-scalability trade-offs. Compared to their contextinsensitive counterparts, context-sensitive analyses have
been shown to improve the precision significantly; however,
the scalability of precise context-sensitive analyses continues to be a cause of concern. The degree by which a given
context-sensitive analysis improves precision depends on
how well the context abstraction partitions the dataflow facts
across the various created contexts. Similarly, the degree by
which a context-sensitive analysis may increase the analysis time depends on whether the partitioned dataflow facts
succeed or fail in leading to an enhanced precision for the
analysis under consideration. Thus, as also noted by prior
works [7, 26], the choice of context abstraction plays a very
important role in deciding whether a given context-sensitive
analysis gives good enough precision for its associated cost.
The classical call-strings approach [23, 24], which uses
the string formed by the callers of a method as the context,
statically models the run-time stack, and hence is arguably
the most intuitive context abstraction. The value-contexts
approach [10, 20] uses the dataflow values reaching the callsites of a method to restrict the unbounded growth of callstrings, and thus provides a way to realize the precision of
infinite-length call-strings. Thakur and Nandivada [30] identify the relevant portions of value contexts and summarize
them to form the analysis-specific abstraction of LSRV contexts; their approach scales individual value-contexts based
analyses, and hence call-strings based analyses, without compromising on the precision of the analysis.
Object-sensitivity [16], another popular context abstraction, distinguishes contexts based on the chain formed by the
allocation sites of successive receiver objects. Over the last
few years, limited-length versions of object-sensitivity (abbreviated as kobj) have been shown to offer reasonably wellbalanced precision-scalability trade-offs for object-oriented
programs [28, 29]; their variants have also been introduced
with a great interest, specially in order to make the original
approaches scale to large programs [13, 14, 22].
Nystrom et al. [18] proposed heap cloning as yet another
technique to improve the precision of existing context abstractions. Heap cloning specializes allocation sites with the
context of creation, which usually improves the partitioning
of the per-context information computed by a given analysis.
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Though this improves the precision of context-sensitive analyses significantly, typical heap analyses with even one-level
of heap-cloning do not scale to large benchmarks. Recent
approaches [14, 27] solve this problem by coming up with
heuristics to perform context-sensitivity selectively, thus
scaling such analyses by sacrificing some precision.
We note two salient points in the above discussion. First,
the popular choices of context abstractions can be divided
broadly into two variants: call-string and object-sensitivity
based. As shown in Figure 1, the highly scalable LSRV contexts (and its basis - value contexts) are based on
call-site-sensitivity, and
kcsH
kobjH
have the same precikcs
sion as full-length clas= valcs
kobj
= lsrv
sical call strings. However, the precision of
object-sensitivity based
call-string based
the other popular variFigure 1. Relative precision of
ant (object-sensitivity)
existing context abstractions.
is incomparable with
the call-site-sensitive variants. Second, though heap cloning
is known to improve the precision of individual variants,
the effects of heap cloning on the newer context abstractions, such as value contexts and LSRV contexts, are not
known. In this paper, we address the resulting challenges
from these points, while giving a clear picture of the theoretical and practically achievable precision of the popular
existing context-sensitivity abstractions, with and without
heap-cloning. In the pursuit to do so, we also present a novel
way of mixing the existing, otherwise incomparable, context
abstractions to realize a novel sweet-spot between precision
and scalability.
We show that heap-cloning leads to interesting conclusions in terms of the relative precision of different existing
context abstractions. We enhance the precision of LSRV contexts using heap cloning, we call it lsrvH . We show that
unlike their counterparts without heap-cloning, the heapcloned versions of value-contexts and lsrvH do not have the
same precision. But their precision remains incomparable
with the object-sensitive variants with heap-cloning.
Motivated by the scalability of the LSRV approach, we
next extend its definition to also consider the k-level object context as the context abstraction. This not only leads
to a very novel experiment of performing a very precise
context-sensitive analysis (we term the resultant parameterized abstraction as lsrvkobjH ), but also uniquely results in
scalable analyses that are more precise than both call-string
based and object-sensitivity based analyses.
We implement the proposed approaches to perform Java
control-flow analysis, in the Soot framework [32]. We evaluate the implementations by comparing them with standard
k-object-sensitive analyses with heap cloning. The results
show that not only do the newer proposals scale well to
large benchmarks, they also enhance the precision of both
LSRV-contexts based and object-sensitive analyses.

1 class A {

A f1,f2;
void foo(){...
c.bar(a);
d.bar(b);
} /*foo*/
void bar(A p){
A x=new A();
p.f1.f2=x;
} /*bar*/
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Figure 2. (a) A Java code snippet. (b) and (c) The assumed pointsto graphs at lines 4 and 5. (d) and (e) The value contexts for bar
at lines 4 and 5. (f) and (g) The relevant value-contexts for bar at
lines 4 and 5. (h) The LSRV context for bar at lines 4 and 5 (for
escape analysis), assuming O a , Ob , O i , O j , O k and Ol do not escape;
O D represents a universal non-escaping object. Figure derived from
a similar code used by Thakur and Nandivada [30].

2 Background
In this section, we give a brief background of some popular
context abstractions (for heap analyses) and heap cloning.
2.1

Existing Context Abstractions

Call-site sensitivity. The call-string based approach [23,
24] identifies contexts based on the call-string formed by
a method’s callers. For example, the call-strings approach
would analyze the method bar in Figure 2a in two contexts
ś one each for the calls at lines 4 and 5. A major drawback
of the call-strings approach is that in the presence of recursion and deep nesting of multiple calls, the length of the
call-strings, and hence the number of contexts, may grow
combinatorially. This makes the analysis unscalable to large
real-world programs. Consequently, to improve scalability,
typical call-site sensitive analyses usually impose a limit on
the call-string length, and treat the greater length contexts
conservatively; however, it compromises on the precision.
Value contexts. Using value-contexts [10], in a top-down
context-, flow-, and field-sensitive points-to analysis [20],
on reaching a call-statement for a method m, the method is
(re-)analyzed, if the current value context is different from the
prior value contexts (if any) in which m was analyzed. Here,
the value context at a call to m is the points-to (sub) graph
passed to m, which is the parameter-reachable graph of m.
For the code shown in Figure 2a, the points-to relationships
(represented as parameter-reachable graphs in Figures 2d
and 2e) at both the calls to bar are different, and hence bar
would be analyzed in two different contexts. The disadvantage of value contexts for heap analyses is that the łvaluesž,
that is, the points-to graphs tend to grow very large resulting
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into significant memory overheads and costly comparison
at each call-site, thus making the analysis unscalable.
LSRV contexts. Recently, Thakur and Nandivada [30] proposed level-summarized relevant value-contexts (LSRV contexts) as a way to scale value-contexts based heap analyses.
For a given points-to graph based analysis, instead of comparing the complete points-to graphs at each call-site, the
LSRV approach compares only the relevant portion of the
level-summarized points-to graphs. The approach is divided
into three stages: pre-, main-, and post-analysis.
The notion of relevance determines the portion of the
callers’ heap that is actually accessed by a called method
(approximated in the pre-analysis). For example, the method
bar in Figure 2a accesses only the parameter p passed from
its caller(s) and that too only up to two levels (for p.f1.f2),
and hence the corresponding relevant points-to graphs at
lines 4 and 5 are as shown in Figures 2f and 2g, respectively.
On top of the notion of relevance, level-summarization
computes a per-level summary of the relevant points-to
graphs by taking a meet of the represented analysis-specific
dataflow values (for example, escape-statuses D and E representing DoesNotEscape and Escapes, respectively, for escape
analysis, and types of the represented objects for controlflow analysis), instead of the actual nodes of the points-to
graphs. For example, assuming none of the objects in Figures 2f and 2g escape, the LSRV context while performing
escape analysis for both the calls to bar in Figure 2a is as
shown in Figure 2h. As a result, the method bar would be
analyzed only once. Note that if the lattice of dataflow values
of the analysis being performed is smaller than that of the
points-to graphs (which is quite often the case), then LSRV
contexts significantly scale value-contexts based analyses,
without compromising on their precision (because of the
sound but conservative definition of relevance; see [30]).
Object sensitivity. An object-sensitive analysis [16] distinguishes the contexts of a method based on the allocation site
of the receiver object. For scalability, similar to call-string
based analyses, object-sensitive analyses also use a limit k
on the length of the chain formed by the receivers. For example, a one-level object-sensitive analysis (denoted as 1obj)
would analyze the method bar (see Figure 2a) in two contexts ś at lines 4 and 5 ś as the receiver objects at both the
sites are different (O c and Ol , respectively). Over the last few
years, object sensitivity has become a much used context
abstraction; further, there are several recent works that focus on scaling existing object-sensitive analyses, usually by
compromising on their precision [13, 14, 22, 29].
2.2

1 class D {
2
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1 class D {

void fb(A y) {/*y not null*/
A t1 = t2 = y;
while (t1 != null) {
t2 = t1;
t1 = t2.f; } /*while*/
t2.f = new A();
if (*) { fb(y); }
} /*fb*/ } /*class D*/

(a)
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void m1() {
P p = new P();
Q q1 = p.m2();
Q q2 = p.m2(); }
void m2() {
return new Q();
} /*m2*/
} /*class D*/

(b)

Figure 3. Code snippets to show that (a) valcsH may not
terminate; (b) valcsH is less precise than kcsH .
are performing a call-string based context-sensitive pointsto analysis. In Figure 2a, without heap cloning, though bar
is analyzed it two contexts (created at lines 4 and 5), after
the call, both a.f1.f2 and b.f1.f2 in foo point to the same
object O 8 , and thus are identified as aliases (though they will
point to different objects at runtime). With heap cloning, the
object created at line 8 is qualified by the context in which
it is created (say O 4_8 and O 5_8 ). As a result, in method foo,
a.f1.f2 and b.f1.f2 would point to different objects (O 4_8
and O 5_8 , respectively), and would (correctly) not be identified as aliases, hence possibly triggering other optimizations.

3 Value/LSRV Contexts with Heap Cloning
In this section, we enhance the precision of value contexts
and LSRV contexts using heap cloning.
3.1

Adding Heap Cloning to Value Contexts

We now briefly discuss an as-yet unexplored context abstraction ś value contexts with heap cloning; we call it valcsH .
In valcsH , each abstract object can be represented using two
values: the allocation site and the value context in which
it is created. As expected by specializing the heap, valcsH
might partition the dataflow facts better than valcs and thus
lead to an enhanced precision. An interesting fact about
each cloned object in valcsH based analysis is that there is a
corresponding cloned object in the corresponding call-site
sensitive analysis with heap cloning.
Termination. Note that without heap cloning, the number
of abstract objects that could be created while performing
a heap analysis is bound by the number of allocation statements in the program, which is finite. However, with heap
cloning, the number of objects (and hence the termination
of the analysis) also depends on the number of contexts that
could be created. We now present an interesting observation concerning valcsH , which shows that unlike traditional
value contexts, valcsH might not terminate in the presence
of recursion. Consider the code snippet shown in Figure 3a.
Here, for each subsequent call to the method fb at line 8,
with heap cloning, the value context keeps changing (as the
object allocated at line 7 in each context is different). As a

Heap Cloning

Heap cloning [18] is a technique to specialize the different
instances of the objects allocated on the heap, based on the
context in which they are created. This may lead to the
removal of some spurious points-to facts, and hence may improve the precision of the analysis being performed. Say we
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Abbreviation
kcs
kobj
valcs
lsrv
XH

result, an analysis using valcsH contexts might not terminate for such recursive calls that keep adding a heap-cloned
object as part of the łvaluež (that is, the points-to graph at
the entry of a method), which leads to a new value context
at each call-site to the method being called recursively.

Abstraction
k-length call-site-sensitive analysis.
k-length object-sensitive analysis.
Value-contexts based analysis.
LSRV-contexts based analysis.
Variant X with heap cloning.

Figure 4. Notations used to represent context abstractions.

3.2 Adding Heap Cloning to LSRV Contexts
Similar to value contexts, we now extend LSRV contexts with
heap cloning; we call the resultant version lsrvH . As heap
cloning may only improve the partitioning efficacy, the precision of lsrvH can be more but never less than LSRV contexts,
with a possible trade-off in the analysis time. In Section 6, we
evaluate lsrvH by comparing it with plain LSRV contexts,
for performing control-flow analysis of Java programs; as we
will see, the lsrvH approach scales over all the benchmarks
under consideration, and noticeably improves precision over
the corresponding analysis using plain LSRV contexts.
Termination. Similar to lsrv contexts, lsrvH contexts restrict the growth of the values, that is, points-to graphs, using level-summarization. Thus, for LSRV contexts with heap
cloning, if the lattice of the analysis under consideration is
finite (which bounds the number of possible contexts), the
number of objects that could get created with heap cloning
is also finite, and the analysis would still be guaranteed to
terminate. For example, in Figure 3a, contrary to valcsH , the
lsrvH approach for analyses with a finite lattice (such as
escape statuses in escape analysis and types in control-flow
analysis) is guaranteed to terminate.

generated by that analysis; for example, the number of calls
that could be resolved as monomorphic can be a measure
of the precision of control-flow analysis. While comparing
two context abstractions X 1 and X 2 , we say that X 1 has a
higher theoretical precision than X 2 , if an analysis using X 1
is guaranteed to cover all the optimization opportunities
generated by an analysis using X 2 . On the other hand, if an
analysis using a context abstraction X 1 is known to terminate
faster than another using X 2 , then we say that X 1 has a
higher scalability than X 2 . Further, if X 1 and X 2 have the same
theoretical precision, but X 1 has a higher scalability than X 2 ,
then we say that the practical precision of X 1 is higher than
that of X 2 . Note: to establish a hypothesis that X 1 can be less
precise than X 2 , it is enough to show an example where X 1
misses an optimization opportunity captured by X 2 .
4.1 kcs versus valcs
The value-contexts approach (valcs) simply scales call-string
based analyses (kcs), and as shown by Padhye and Khedker
[20], each value context for a method can be mapped back
to a call-string based context. Thus, the theoretical precision
of kcs and valcs is the same. However, note that this relation holds for a full-length call-string based analysis (that is,
k = ∞). In practice, call-string based analyses for higher
values of k (> 2 or 3) are known not to scale, and hence,
valcs offers a better practical precision than kcs.

4 Relative Precision
Given the variety of choices we have discussed in the previous sections (existing context abstractions in Section 2 and
two new abstractions with heap cloning in Section 3), an
analysis writer needs to carefully choose a particular abstraction to suit the requirements of the context-sensitive analysis
under consideration. The major factors affecting the decision
are the precision and the scalability of the analysis with a
given context abstraction. The focus of this section is the relative precision of these abstractions, with and without heap
cloning; later, Section 6 evaluates the different approaches
to compare the same empirically.
The context abstractions discussed in Sections 2 and 3 can
be broadly categorized into two classes: call-string based,
which includes value contexts and LSRV contexts, and objectsensitivity based. Figure 4 shows the abbreviations used to
represent the context abstractions discussed in this paper; as
higher levels of heap cloning have not been used in literature
in a scalable manner, we limit the discussion to a single level
of heap cloning (denoted as X H for an abstraction X ), for
all the variants. We now describe our comparison scheme,
followed by discussions to establish the precision relations.
Terminology. In order to measure the precision of an
analysis, we use the number of optimization opportunities

4.2 valcs versus lsrv
For a given analysis, Thakur and Nandivada [30] show that
LSRV contexts (lsrv) only scale the corresponding valuecontexts based analysis, without affecting its precision. Further, lsrv can be trivially extended to maintain a map that
records the value contexts for which lsrv skips analyzing
a method. Thus, for a given analysis, the theoretical precision of both the approaches is the same. However, as shown
by Thakur and Nandivada [30], valcs does not scale for popular whole-program heap analyses. Hence, lsrv offers a much
better practical precision than valcs.
4.3 kcs/valcs/lsrv versus kobj
The contexts created in the call-string based and the objectsensitive approaches are quite different: in the former, the
contexts created for a method can be directly mapped to the
runtime call-stack; whereas in the latter, the contexts created
depend on the possible receiver objects. Consequently, the
per-context theoretical precision of object-sensitive analyses
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1 class D {
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

...
void foo() {
B x = new B();
Y y = new Y();
Z z = new Z();
x.m3(y);
x.m3(z); } /*foo*/
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14
15
16

void bar() {
B o1 = new B();
B o2 = new B();
B o3 = * ? o1 : o2;
o3.m4(); } /*bar*/
B m3(B p) { p.f = p;}/*m3*/
B m4() {
this.f = this; } /*m4*/ }

1 class W {
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Figure 5. Example to show the incomparability of
kcs/valcs/lsrv and kobj.

10
11
12

cannot be compared with those of call-string based analyses.
As value contexts, and hence LSRV contexts, are also based
on call-site sensitivity, they are also theoretically incomparable with object-sensitive analyses.
Theoretical precision aside, there are cases where one
of the above two approaches may enable an optimization
opportunity, and not the other. Figure 5 shows one case
where kcs/valcs/lsrv are more precise than kobj, and another case where kobj is more precise than kobj/valcs/lsrv.
The method foo calls the method m3 at lines 7 and 8. In kobj,
as the receiver object in both the calls is O 4 , the analysis happens in only one context, both y.f and z.f conservatively
point to both O 5 and O 6 , and hence are aliases (imprecise).
On the other hand, in the method bar, where using kobj
leads to distinct contexts for the method m4 (one each for
the receivers O 10 and O 11 ), using kcs/valcs/lsrv results in
only one context for m4. Consequently, though o1.f and
o2.f point to different objects (O 10 and O 11 , respectively)
in kobj, they point to the same set of objects {O 10 , O 11 } in
kcs/valcs/lsrv and become aliases (imprecise). The above examples further illustrate the incomparability of the precision
of the call-string based and the object-sensitive approaches.
Sections 4.1-4.3 establish the precision relations among
various context abstractions in the absence of heap cloning.
The next three sections illustrate how heap cloning changes
the obtained relations in a somewhat surprising manner.

X f;
W() { f = new X(); }
void setG(Y y) {
f.g = y; }
Y getG() {
return f.g; } }
class X { Y g; }
class Y {
void m() {...} }
class Z extends Y {
void m() {...} }

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

class D {
void bar() {
W w1 = new W();
Y y1 = new Y();
w1.setG(y1);
W w2 = new W();
Z z1 = new Z();
w2.setG(z1);
Y p = w1.getG();
p.m();
Y q = w2.getG();
q.m(); } }

Figure 6. An example where an lsrvh control-flow analysis
is less precise than one based on kobjh.
reverse is not true, and hence unlike the versions without
heap cloning, valcsH is less precise than kcsH . Note that
this relation holds only for k = ∞, and thus for finite values
of k the precisions of valcsH and kcsH are incomparable.
4.5 lsrvH versus kobjH
Another interesting precision relationship can be observed
when heap cloning is added to both LSRV contexts (to obtain
lsrvH ) and to object-sensitivity (to obtain kobjH ). Figure 6
shows a case where a control-flow analysis using lsrvH may
be less precise than one using kobjH . Here, the class W is
like a container with a field f of class X (initialized in the
constructor of W). The field g of X objects may in turn store
an object either of class Y or of class Z (as Z extends Y).
The method bar of class D creates two W instances at
lines 15 and 18, pointed-to by w1 and w2, respectively. However, as the lsrvH contexts for the W constructor at both the
allocation sites are the same (the level-summarized receiver),
an lsrvH control-flow analysis would not re-analyze the
constructor at line 18. As a result, the object pointed-to by
w1.f and w2.f would be the same, that is, O 3 . Consequently,
though the method setG is analyzed in two lsrvH contexts
(due to the types of the parameter being different) at lines 17
and 20, both w1.f.g and w2.f.g would point to both O 16 and
O 19 . Thus, the variables p and q would point to both Y and Z
objects (O 16 and O 19 , respectively), leading to both the calls
to the method m (that is, at lines 22 and 24) being deemed as
polymorphic (having multiple targets ś imprecise).
Contrary to lsrvH , a kobjH control-flow analysis would
forcefully re-analyze the constructor of class W at line 18
(as the receiver object is different). As a result, w1.f and
w2.f would point to two different objects (O 15_3 and O 18_3 ,
respectively), w1.f.g and w2.f.g would respectively point
to O 16 and O 19 , and hence both the calls to the method m
would be monomorphic (having a single target ś precise).
The above example shows that lsrvH can be less precise
than kobjH . We now argue the other way and show that
kobjH can also be less precise than lsrvH . In Figure 5, owing
to different types of parameters, the lsrvH approach will

4.4 kcsH versus valcsH
As discussed in Section 4.1, without heap cloning, the theoretical precision of analyses that use value contexts (valcs)
is the same as the ones that use call-strings (kcs). However,
specializing the heap gives a different result, as illustrated in
Figure 3b. With heap cloning, the object O 7 in the method m2
is qualified with the context in which it is created. However,
in valcsH (and also in lsrvH ), m2 is analyzed in only one context (as the respective values at lines 4 and 5 are the same).
As a result, in valcsH , the variables q1 and q2 are marked
as aliases (imprecise); whereas in kcsH , m2 is analyzed twice
(for the calls at lines 4 and 5 in m1), q1 and q2 point to different objects (O 4_7 and O 5_7 , respectively), and do not alias
(precise). As observed in Section 3.1, for each context where
valcsH clones an object, the object would have been cloned
even by kcsH . However, the above example shows that the
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create two different contexts at lines 7 and 8, and precisely
identify that o1.f and o2.f do not alias after the calls. On
the other hand, a kobjH analysis would imprecisely identify
o1.f and o2.f as aliases (see Section 4.3). Thus, we conclude
that the precisions of lsrvH and kobjH are incomparable.

other hand, the object-sensitive approaches, though not as
efficient as the LSRV approaches, cover some optimization
opportunities that might get missed by the latter. Based on
the above observations, given a context abstraction c 1 , in
order to cover the optimization opportunities missed by c 1
but covered by another context abstraction c 2 , we propose
a simple, yet novel idea: mix c 1 and c 2 to derive a new context abstraction c 1•2 , such that at each call-site, c 1•2 creates a
new context if either of the component contexts of c 1 and c 2
has changed. An advantage of such a mixing scheme is that
the resultant context abstraction covers the optimization
opportunities of both the component abstractions. That is,
by construction, c 1•2 is more precise than both c 1 and c 2 .

4.6 lsrvH versus valcsH
The addition of heap cloning modifies yet another precision
relation with respect to the one without heap cloning. As
the value context changes if the receiver has changed, in
Figure 6, valcs also re-analyzes the constructor of class W
at line 18. Also, it is trivial to note that whenever lsrvH
clones an object, the object would have been cloned even by
valcsH . Thus, we conclude that lsrvH is less precise than
valcsH . However, as we show in Section 6, contrary to lsrvH ,
the valcsH approach does not scale well (reasons being the
possible non-termination as discussed in Section 3.1 and the
non-scalability of valcs itself [30]).
Discussion. Overall, for the existing context abstractions
and the newer variants introduced in Section 3, we can make
three important observations: (i) As the LSRV approaches are
not k-limited, they offer the best practical precision among
all context abstractions. (ii) Compared to object-sensitivity
with heap cloning, there are cases where the LSRV approach
with heap cloning is not able to capture some optimization
opportunities. This is because the LSRV (and value context)
approaches might not create new contexts for some methods
(such as the constructor of class W in Figure 6) as against the
object-sensitive approach. (iii) The relative precision of the
call-site-sensitive (kcs, kcsH , valcs, valcsH , lsrv, lsrvH ) and
the object-sensitive (kobj and kobjH ) context abstractions
can still not be compared. However, the theoretical precisions of various variants within each set can be summarized
as follows: kcsH > valcsH > lsrvH > (kcs = valcs = lsrv)
and kobjH > kobj. Further, the practical precisions of the
variants with the same theoretical precision can be summarized as: lsrv > valcs > kcs [30].
Using the first two insights discussed above, we next decribe a novel way of mixing the LSRV and the object-sensitive
approaches, which finally provides a context abstraction that
is more precise than both kobjH and lsrvH .

5.1 Mixing LSRV Contexts and Object-sensitivity
While mixing two context abstractions to come up with a new
one, one can visualize two intuitive requirements. First, the
component abstractions should include non-overlapping optimization opportunities. In order to satisfy this criterion, we
propose to mix one abstraction from the call-site-sensitive approaches and another from the object-sensitive approaches.
Second, as mixing two context abstractions is likely to increase the cost of performing the resultant context-sensitive
analysis, it is crucial that the chosen abstractions be as scalable as possible, that is, with a good practical precision.
Candidate 1. As discussed in Section 4, among the callsite-sensitive variants, the LSRV approaches offer the best
practical precision. This is because of the identification of relevance and the notion of level-summarization, and the splitting of the overall approach into three stages: pre-analysis,
main-analysis, and post-analysis [30]. The pre-analysis identifies which portions of the callers’ heaps may be affected by
each method (expressed as the access-depth of each parameter). This information is then used to create and compare
smaller contexts during the main-analysis, and to defer the
analysis of methods that do not affect their callers (zero
access-depth for all the parameters). The deferred methods
are analyzed later in a post-analysis pass. Motivated by the
high scalability (along with precision) of LSRV contexts, and
the further increase in precision with the addition of heap
cloning (as discussed in Section 3.2), we pick lsrvH as our
mixing candidate from the call-site-sensitive abstractions.
Candidate 2. Among the object-sensitive approaches, as
shown by our examples in Section 4 and by prior works [12,
16, 26], k-level object-sensitivity with one level of heap
cloning (that is, kobjH ) offers the best precision-scalability
trade-off for typical pointer analyses. Hence we choose kobjH
as our second pick for the mix.
We now discuss how we mix lsrvH and kobjH to derive a
new context abstraction called lsrvkobjH .

5 Mixing Contexts for Enhanced Precision
As seen in Section 4, there is no łmost precisež existing context abstraction, and each abstraction might miss out on
some optimization opportunities covered by another. Further, many of the context abstractions, though theoretically
very precise, do not scale to large programs and hence are not
practical (for example, an infinite-length call-strings based
analysis with heap cloning). However, among the existing
context abstractions, the LSRV approaches (with lsrvH being more precise than plain lsrv) offer the best practical
precision in terms of scalability to large programs. On the

5.1.1 Computation
When we reach a call-site for a method m that has been previously analyzed in a context c, we need to decide whether m
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needs to be re-analyzed. This is done by computing the current context (based on the context abstraction being used),
and comparing it with the existing context c. More the number of existing contexts for m, more number of comparisons
may need to be performed ś a costly operation, specially
for heap analyses where the contexts are typically larger
than non-heap analyses. Similarly, more the number of contexts for m, more is the number of times m needs to be
analyzed ś again a costly operation. The computation of the
lsrv part of our mixed context is already optimized based on
per-parameter access-depths. For lsrvkobjH , we further optimize the context computation, using the following insight:

5.1.2

Precision

As lsrvkobjH contexts are the result of mixing lsrvH and
the kobjH , and by the definition of mixing the precision
of lsrvkobjH is higher than each of its constituents. For
example, using lsrvkobjH for the code in Figure 6, we would
re-analyze the constructor of class W at line 18, be able to
distinguish the objects pointed-to by w1.f and w2.f, and
hence resolve both the calls to the method m as monomorphic.
5.1.3

Termination

As discussed in Section 3.2, analyses using lsrvH contexts
are guaranteed to terminate. Further, if k is a finite positive integer, k-object-sensitive analyses are guaranteed to
terminate. The number of lsrvkobjH contexts that could be
created depends not only on the number of contexts that
could be created individually by the lsrvH and the kobj approaches, but also on the newer combinations of contexts
that could be created due to the new dataflow facts generated.
However, the newer contexts that could be created are still
bound by the number of combinations possible due to the
cross product of the number of allocation sites, the number
of contexts in kobj and the ones in lsrvH , which is still finite.
As a result, analyses that use lsrvkobjH contexts are also
guaranteed to terminate. Note that in practice, due to the additional precision achievable using lsrvkobjH contexts, the
contexts created do not reach the worst case proportions.

Insight 1. If a method m and its callees do not store any new
object to a non-primitive field of the receiver, then a change
in the receiver object will not contribute towards changing the
summary of m or its callees.
In order to find whether a method or its callees satisfy
Insight 1, we modify the multi-stage analysis approach (consisting of a pre-, a main- and a post-analysis) already in place
for LSRV contexts [30], as discussed next.
Pre-analysis. The pre-analysis pass of LSRV processes
each statement of each function (in the bottom up order
of the call-graph). We modify the handling of three statements: (i) store, (ii) call , and (iii) endProcedure statements
in the existing pre-analysis, by maintaining a special field
receiverStore (initialized to unknown) for each method. At
the end of the pre-analysis, if the field receiverStore for a
method m is set to true, it indicates that m satisfies Insight 1.
procStorePre. At a store statement a.f = b, where f is a
non-primitive field, if an object Ob pointed to by b does
not flow from the caller (that is, it is allocated either in the
current method m or one of its callees), then we set the field
m.receiverStore to true.
procCallPre. At a call statement a.n() in the current method
m, if we find that n.receiverStore was true (indicating that
the callee n satisfies Insight 1), we set the field receiverStore
of each object O a pointed-to by a to true. We handle recursion conservatively: if the information about a method n is
not known, then we conservatively set the receiverStore
field of all the objects in the points-to set of a to true.
procEndProcedurePre. At the end of processing a method
m, if m.receiverStore still has the unknown value, then
m.receiverStore is set to false.
Main-analysis. In order to keep the main analysis (which
uses the mixed lsrvkobjH context abstraction) efficient, we
conditionally check the kobj context for a method m, only if
the receiverStore field for m is set. Thus, at each call-site
for a method m, we either construct and compare the full
lsrvkobjH context or only the lsrvH context, based on the
satisfiability of Insight 1 for m.
Post-analysis. Similar to LSRV contexts [30], in the mainanalysis, we defer the analysis of methods that do not access
their callers’ heap, and analyze them in a post-analysis pass.

5.2 The Updated Precision View
Recall the precision view shown in Figure 1 that compared
the theoretical precision of the various context abstractions
prior to this manuscript. We had two non-overlapping blocks
for context abstractions: one each for call-site- and objectsensitivity. Further, for both the non-overlapping blocks,
heap cloning was known to improve the precision of each
of the base approaches.
Based on the prokcsH
posals and insights
valcsH
in this manuscript,
lsrvH
Figure 7 shows the
kobjH
kcs
= valcs
updated view of the
=
lsrv
kobj
precision of the varlsrvkobjH
ious context abstractions that are now in
call-string based
object-sensitivity based
picture. We can obFigure 7. Updated relative preciserve that with heap
sion of context abstractions.
cloning, the precisions of the value-contexts (valcsH ) and the LSRV (lsrvH )
approaches do not match the precision of call-site-sensitivity
(kcsH ). Importantly, we now have another context abstraction lsrvkobjH , which is more precise than the heap-cloning
enabled versions of value contexts (valcsH ), LSRV contexts
(lsrvH ), as well as object-sensitivity (kobjH ). To the best of
our knowledge, lsrvkobjH is the first context abstraction
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that combines the precision of the call-site- and the objectsensitive approaches, in a scalable manner (see Section 6). In
the world view of Figure 7, kcsH and valcsH may still lead to
improved precision in some cases (compared to lsrvkobjH ).
Similarly, a mix of valcsH and kobjH will have more precision than lsrvkobjH . However, none of these abstractions
may terminate in general. Thus, in practice (as validated
in Section 6), our newly proposed abstraction (lsrvkobjH )
currently offers the best practical precision.
Note that Figure 7 is not complete, and could show a few
more relationships. For example, we may have a mix lsrvkobj
(without heap cloning), which will be more precise than both
lsrv and kobj. We focus only on the heap-cloning enabled
variants, as they have been used more popularly in recent
literature [13, 14, 22] due to their higher precision.

We now present an evaluation to compare the various
context abstractions, with respect to their relative empirical
precision (Section 6.1) and their scalability (Section 6.2).
6.1 Precision of Various Context Abstractions
As many of the context abstractions under consideration
are in principle incomparable, we compare their precision,
similar to existing works [12ś14, 26, 30], by normalizing the
numbers for two precision-indicating clients over all the
contexts: (i) #polyCall: the number of call-sites that could not
be resolved to a single method (Figure 9a); and (ii) #callEdge:
the number of edges in the on-the-fly call-graph (Figure 9b).
For both the clients, a lower value indicates higher precision.
Figure 9a compares the numbers for #polyCall. We can
see that the number of polymorphic calls reduces, albeit
marginally, from lsrv to lsrvH . The number of polymorphic
calls in case of 1objH is the highest among the four reported
versions, which indicates that overall, the number of optimization opportunities enabled (over all contexts) by the
LSRV approaches is better than that by the object-sensitive
approach. Importantly, it can be seen that even though 1objH
leads to more number of polymorphic calls (compared to
lsrvH ), lsrv1objH leads to improved precision (better than
both lsrvH and 1objH ) ś this attests to the non-overlapping
cases reported by 1objH and lsrvH and the theoretically
superior precision of lsrv1objH over both. Across all the
benchmarks, we can see that lsrv1objH leads to the least
number of polymorphic calls (5.73% less than lsrv, 5.65%
less than lsrvH , and 12.23% less than 1objH for cases where
1objH terminates, on average), which establishes it as a superior alternative over the other context abstractions.
Figure 9b compares the numbers for #callEdge for each
context abstraction. We see that similar to #polyCall, the normalized #callEdge reduces, though by a small amount, from
lsrv to lsrvH . The number of call-graph edges is the highest
for 1objH , and the reduction is the highest for lsrv1objH :
0.41%, 0.35% and 4.97% fewer call-edges compared to lsrv,
lsrvh and 1objH (where 1objH terminates), respectively.
Overall, among the context abstractions considered, we
see that lsrv1objH , as also expected from its theoretical
model (Section 5), offers the best precision in terms of generated optimization opportunities. We next compare the
scalability of the various approaches to find out how does
lsrv1objH fare compared to the rest of the abstractions.

6 Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented the various context abstractions to
perform control-flow analysis [21, 24] of Java programs, in
Soot [32] version 2.5.0. The experiments were performed on
a 64-core 512GB AMD Abu Dhabi system with OpenJDK 8
as the installed JVM. We have evaluated our techniques on
seven benchmarks from the DaCapo-9.12 suite [2], and three
benchmarks from Section C (with large applications) of the
JGF suite [5]; these benchmarks are listed in Figure 8, along
with some static characteristics. We used the extremely helpful tool TamiFlex [3] to resolve reflective calls in the original
DaCapo benchmarks, so that they could be analyzed by Soot.
The benchmarks excluded from the DaCapo suite are the
ones which either could not be translated by TamiFlex, or
could not be analyzed by Soot (using OpenJDK8) after the
TamiFlex pass. The number of classes in the benchmarks
(excluding the JDK library) varied from 13 (small programs)
to 1.6K (large applications). Figure 8 also shows the number
of JDK classes referred by each benchmark (gives the total
number of analyzed classes), computed using the call-graph
generated by our default call-graph tool Spark [11].
We compare four different context abstractions: (i) lsrv:
the base implementation of LSRV contexts [30]; (ii) lsrvH :
LSRV contexts with heap cloning; (iii) kobjH : one-level objectsensitivity with heap cloning, based on full object-sensitivity
as defined by Smaragdakis et al. [26]; and (iv) lsrvkobjH : a
mix of (ii) and (iii), as discussed in Section 5.1. The lsrvkobjH
and kobjH implementations are parameterized with the value
of k. For our evaluation, we set k = 1, as it is well-known [13,
14, 22] that the next more precise object-sensitive analysis
2objH , does not directly scale for many large benchmarks.
We have also run the evaluation valcsH , but it did not terminate for any of the benchmarks under consideration and
hence not reported. This behavior of valcsH is in line with
the observations of Thakur and Nandivada [30] that the base
valcs itself does not terminate for any of these benchmarks
under consideration, within the cutoff time (of 3 hours).

6.2

Scalability of Various Context Abstractions

We now evaluate the scalability of the various context abstractions, by comparing them with the base lsrv approach,
in terms of two parameters: the analysis time and the peak
memory requirement. Columns 4 and 5 of Figure 8 show the
corresponding numbers for lsrv [30].
Analysis time. Columns 6-8 of Figure 8 show the additional analysis time (in percentage) taken by the various
context abstractions over lsrv. We can see that though the
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Benchmark
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batik
eclipse
luindex
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2
#classes
application
527
1038
1608
199
198
697
225
13
19
19
174

3
jdk∗
1588
3700
2589
1485
1481
1607
3509
1555
1555
1555
1928

4
time
lsrv (s)
55
946
988
46
57
53
53
108
53
684
130

5
memory
lsrv (GB)
11.2
64.4
49.1
11.1
11.2
10.5
9.4
13.3
9.6
52.9
17.7

6

7
8
% increase in time
lsrvh 1objh lsrv1objh
24.5
646.2
26.5
167.3
709.8
129.2
224.0
225.9
38.5
653.9
23.3
44.6
672.1
61.4
85.3
448.5
83.6
58.3
474.3
67.2
44.8
587.3
2263.2
62.1
452.6
68.7
40.8 1097.1
53.2
62.3
93.6

9
10
11
% increase in memory
lsrvh 1objh lsrv1objh
6.3
19.7
7.9
31.1
-21.2
-6.1
121.8
-2.3
14.3
-9.0
2.3
30.6
5.8
18.7
13.4
20.1
0.7
67.2
0.7
25.0
21.8
309.6
0.0
11.9
0.0
8.7
34.1
42.9
17.5
-

Figure 8. Scalability results for various context abstractions as % increase over lsrv numbers (obtained using the techniques
of Thakur and Nandivada [30]). ∗ JDK classes computed using Spark’s [11] call graph.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Normalized number of (a) polymorphic calls; (b) call-graph edges. Lower the better for both.
time taken by lsrvH is in most cases higher than lsrv (62.3%
higher, on average), the analysis nevertheless terminates for
all the benchmarks in a reasonable time (on average under 4
minutes, and maximum 53 minutes for eclipse).
Figure 8 also shows that the 1objH approach takes a much
higher time than the LSRV approaches for most of the benchmarks, and does not terminate (in 3 hours ś our cutoff) for
the largest benchmark eclipse. The lsrv1objH approach, on
the other hand, terminates for all the benchmarks, albeit taking 93.6% higher time than lsrv; this overhead is the cost we
pay for the improved precision (see Section 6.1). Interestingly,
for most benchmarks (except pmd, where object-sensitivity
adds a significant overhead), lsrv1objH takes lesser time
than even 1objH . We attribute this pattern to two facts: (i) a
higher precision (as shown in Section 6.1) leading to the
analysis of a fewer number of methods; and (ii) skipping of
the creation of redundant contexts resulting from Insight 1.
Memory consumption. Columns 9-11 of Figure 8 show the
peak memory consumption for the four approaches, as percentage increase over the lsrv approach. For small benchmarks, we observe that the memory requirements of all the

approaches, though higher than lsrv, remain in the range
of about 16-32 GB. For larger benchmarks (eclipse and sunflow), the memory requirements are significantly higher
than lsrv (absolute numbers were between 100-200 GB). For
eclipse, though lsrv1objH terminated normally (see column 4), it timed out when we enabled memory measurement.
For batik and luindex, we notice a slight drop in the peak
memory requirement compared to lsrv; we attribute it to
the flattening of the overall memory requirement by the GC
passes. We also observe that for many benchmarks, the 1objH
approach takes lesser memory than the LSRV approaches;
however, as seen in Section 6.1, the number of optimization
opportunities generated by the LSRV approaches is higher.
We highlight an interesting point here: the benchmarks
for which lsrv1objH leads to improvement/deterioration in
the analysis time (compared to the other variants), there is a
corresponding comparative increase/decrease in the memory
consumption. This is in line with the above discussion of
improvement in analysis time due to precision.
Effect of Insight 1. In order to study the impact of Insight 1 on lsrv1objH , Figure 10 shows the analysis time and
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object-sensitive analysis, and increase the value of k for objects that are identified as precision-critical. On the other
hand, in this paper, we propose the idea of mixing different context abstractions, with non-overlapping optimization
opportunities, in an efficient manner.
There have been more works that scale the łmainž contextsensitive analysis using a pre-analysis. Oh et al. [19] estimate
the impact of context-sensitivity on different methods for
a given set of queries in a pre-analysis, and use the computed information during the main analysis to reduce the
precision on methods that might not benefit from the enhanced precision. Tan et al. [28] use a pre-analysis to identify
and eliminate redundant objects from object-sensitive analyses and reduce the number of effective contexts. Recently,
Karkare [8] uses a pre-analysis to mark variables whose
shape cannot be refined, and skips them in a following precise (slow) pass. Prior works [25, 27] use a pre-analysis to
identify code portions that do not affect the analysis results
or may degrade scalability, and analyze them conservatively.
Thakur and Nandivada [30] use a pre-analysis to identify
the portions of the callers’ heap that are accessed by each
method, and use them to compute a new scalable context abstraction called LSRV contexts. A variation of LSRV contexts
is also used by the PYE framework [31] to write efficient
static partial analyses. In this paper, we enhance the precision of LSRV contexts using heap cloning [18] (to obtain
lsrvH ), mix lsrvH with object-sensitivity to obtain a newer,
more precise context abstraction (called lsrvkobjH ), and use
a pre-analysis to scale the proposed context abstraction.
In this paper, we have focussed our discussion on the
context abstractions that are representative of the recent
and the classical advancements in the area. There are some
more context abstractions in the literature that could also
be of academic interest, such as the cartesian product algorithm [1] (may generate a large number of spurious contexts
and be highly inefficient, especially in the context of heap
analysis) and type-sensitivity [26] (scales well, but tradesoff precision). We leave the corresponding empirical study,
comparing type-sensitivity with the LSRV approaches (with
and without heap cloning), as a future work.
The idea of combining abstractions has been explored earlier in various domains. Codish et al. [4] combine multiple
analyses by performing them together over a combined domain. Kastrinis et al. [9] observe that combining call-siteand object-sensitivity is infeasible due to its cost, and apply
them selectively based on program features (such as static
versus virtual method calls). On the other hand, we show
that by choosing suitable representatives of the two broad
variants, we are able to scale the combined abstraction for
the whole program.
It has been observed [12, 16] that in general, for objectoriented programs, object-sensitivity is expected to give a

Figure 10. Percentage overhead without Insight 1.
the peak memory consumption when it was not used. Here,
a method was re-analyzed if any of the lsrvH or the 1objH
contexts changed, without considering whether that method
(or its callees) store(s) an object to the receiver or not. As we
can see, the analysis time without the optimization resulting
from Insight 1 increases significantly; on average, 41.6% over
lsrv1objH (though the precision of both the approaches is
the same). A similar trend can be seen for the memory requirement as well: the average peak memory consumption
without Insight 1 is mostly higher (and sometimes slightly
less or similar) than lsrv1objH . These statistics show two
things. First, the impact of Insight 1 for applying objectsensitivity selectively is significant. Second, the remaining
difference between 1objH and lsrv1objH (which adds lsrvH
to, and uses Insight 1 over, 1objH ) is the result of the additional precision gained by the latter (see Section 6.1).
Overall, among the considered variants, the novel mix of
lsrvkobjH offers the best practical precision: scales quite
well and generates more number of optimization opportunities than the existing approaches that scale. Further, the
approaches proposed in this paper to scale the various context abstractions can be used as it is, and augmented with
more pre-analysis based techniques (for example, the ones
proposed by Li et al. [13]), to scale more existing context
abstractions as well as to come up with even newer ones.

7 Related Work
There have been several recent works that scale context
abstractions for analyzing Java programs. Tan et al. [29]
scale context-sensitive analyses for call-graph construction
by merging type-consistent objects identified using equivalent automata. Li et al. [14] use a pre-analysis to gain metainformation about methods, and then select among the different variants of object-sensitivity for each method (with a
small dip in the precision). Some prior works [13, 15] use a
pre-analysis to approximate the methods/objects that follow
some insightful patterns, and apply context-sensitivity partially to the identified methods/objects. Rama et al. [22] use
slicing to incrementally enhance the precision of k-limited
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better trade-off between precision an scalability than callsite-sensitivity. We note that with our approach, it is possible to get the benefits of both object-sensitive and call-sitesensitive words in a scalable manner. Further, it should be
straightforward to augment our approaches with recent approaches [13, 14, 27] that adapt existing context abstractions
based on various program features, where our pre-analysis
can be used to compute the heuristics involved therein. It
would also be interesting to compare our approaches to scale
context-sensitivity with approaches used in other domains
such as logic programming [6, 17].
There have been prior works that explain existing context
abstractions and present new insights about when to use
a particular abstraction. Smaragdakis et al. [26] clarify the
original definition of object-sensitivity proposed by [16], and
propose type-sensitivity as a closer sibling that scales better
than object-sensitivity. Kanvar and Khedker [7] present a
survey of existing heap abstractions, including for contextsensitivity, and assert the importance of the abstraction used
towards the precision and the scalability of a given analysis. Lhoták and Hendren [12] evaluate call-site- and objectsensitive abstractions using a binary decision diagrams based
framework. On the other hand, in this paper, we present a
detailed comparison of various context abstractions, including recent ones whose placement in the area was not well
understood, and also come up with a more precise abstraction that for the first time leads to a scalable connection
between the call-site- and the object-sensitive approaches.
Overall, we believe that our work significantly expands the
understanding of the relative advantages and disadvantages
of various classical as well as recent context abstractions,
and thus advances the state of the art in this space.
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